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Remote Device Printing Job Queue Management 

1 Abstract  
This disclosure relates to the field of computer managed digital print production. 

Production managers want to monitor and act on production while away of the production site. This 
happens because, among other reasons, last minute production priority changes or devices availability 
(for example, device stops working/failure or not properly calibrated). Additionally, there might not be 
operators on the production site (for example, disattended printing or overnight printing) to perform 
required checks or actions on devices or production upon production manager request. 

Unless inbound connections are open to local networked hosted solutions and/or devices, current cloud-
based applications (webapps) allow to monitor what devices are currently doing but not act on them.  

The solution/process disclosed with Remote Device Printing Job Queue Management will allow: 

- Easy connectivity while maintaining security and not requiring opening inbound connections to 
intranets. 

- Easy act on production while devices are working unattended and not requiring managing 
multiple software for that. 

- Use a local service (dedicated hardware is optional) to act as interface between local devices 
(intranet), cloud services (internet) and printing submission software (i.e., RIPs -Raster Image 
Processor - software). 

2 Problems solved 
Production managers, in addition to remotely monitor a fleet of devices, they want to remotely act on 
them (executing operations as being locally connected) because sometimes it is required/needed to stop 
production, reorder work (within same device or move job to another device) while not being on the 
production site or office. If there are no operators or someone locally it may require someone to go to 
the office for simple operation or to waste/throw the production (money) which is being produced as it is 
not good or not required anymore. 

The proposed solution/process will enable these remote operations without requiring opening inbound 
connections (exposing local ports to internet) in firewalls, routers… or any requirement to setup and 
maintain VPNs (Virtual Private Network). Connectivity will be initiated from within the local intranet to a 
known and trusted cloud service. This avoids exposing local ports to internet (not allowing inbound 
connections) and reduce connections that can be potentially attacked.  

3 Prior solutions and limitations 
Current solutions, like https://www.printos.com/ (*HP) or https://iq.efi.com/iq/#/ (**EFI IQ), allow 
remote monitoring and deploying configurations to the devices but not manage the production. 

Using VPN or opening connections (ports) from internet to local devices which will allow to use usual 
software to manage devices as if connected locally (for example, any RIP software). But this approach is 
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usually not desired (or even not allowed) by IT departments as it exposes local resources to the internet 
and makes their management more sensitive to cyberattacks. Also, to enable this remote device 
management, or more specifically to remotely manage production (jobs already queued on devices), 
requires to setup non-trivial networking configurations to allow external connections from internet to 
production sites intranet (configure inbound connections, VPN setups, …) and this must be done on a 
secure way. This IT required knowledge is not always available at the company/customer itself or they 
cannot afford to externalize it as this implies more cost to them. 

Current solutions are not allowing to manage workload balance between different devices. By workload 
balance we mean to move already submitted jobs from one device to another. If they allow this workload 
balance, they allow it by canceling from one device, reprocess through the RIP software for the new device 
and submit it to the new destination device. Although it will work it will be slower than our proposed 
process which won’t require to reprocess the job which can be a considerable amount of time depending 
on its size. 

4 New solution description 
New solution/process for Remote Device Printing Job Queue management (or in short Remote Queue 
Management –RQM-) involves: 

- Set of devices/printers which can handle different printing job languages/formats (rasterized 
images, JDF/JMF…).  

- Cloud Connector is a service to allow devices to upload telemetry to the cloud and have it available 
for cloud solutions. This telemetry is used to monitor remotely what the devices are doing and 
their status (usage, accounting, maintenances…). 

- Set of computers which are running RIP software or other job submittal software.  
- Computer/s running RQM service (or RQM Local Client) which will be running in the same network 

as devices/printers and computers which are submitting jobs to devices/printers. 
- Cloud solution backend and frontend which will be managing the interface and logic to allow users 

to interact with devices remotely. 

The key element being introduced with this solution/process is the SQM Local Client which communicates 
locally with the rest of local devices (printers, RIPs…) and establishes communication with the cloud 
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solution backend to share information to the cloud and receive commands from the cloud to be executed 
on the devices. 

 

Figure 1 Remote Queue Management (RQM) block diagram 

The process is as follows: 

- Users will submit jobs to devices/printers from RIPs or other job submittal software. Printers must 
have queue capabilities (capability to have multiple jobs pending to be printed while other is being 
printed) to be able to act on the pending/queued jobs. 

- RIP or job submittal software, in addition to submit job to device/printer, communicates with 
RQM Local Client to leave a copy of the job being submitted to the printer. The RQM Local Client 
will correlate the job id/name with the device/printer which has the job submitted for printing. 
The language which RIP sends to printer can be different according to the destination 
device/printer and RQM Service will handle it. 

At this point there can be multiple devices having several jobs being printed and some other jobs 
pending to be printed. Each printer has its own queue of pending jobs to be printed. Once one job is 
printed the device will start processing and printing the next one until the queue is emptied (or other 
situation happens which makes the device not able to print -empty supplies, out of media/substrate, 
errors, etc.). 

- Users (typically production managers) will be using Cloud Solution frontend (webapp) to monitor 
production. This cloud solution can get device data from telemetry being uploaded to cloud 
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service or directly from the RQM Local Client if devices were not having the telemetry upload 
capability. 

- If production manager (or user authorized by its organization to act remotely on devices) detects 
any problem on any device, or any change on priorities so that jobs are required to be reordered 
(re-prioritized in the queue) it will request it through the Cloud Solution Frontend. 

- Cloud Solution Backend will get the request and prepare a message for the RQM Local Client 
associated with the printer the user has requested to operate. 

- RQM Local Client will be polling Cloud Service Backend for messages at some given periodicity. 
- Once RQM Local Client gets a new message it will try to apply on the requested device. There can 

be 2 types of operations: 
o Operations which involve 1 device. For example, cancel job, reorder job in the same 

queue, pause a job, … 
 RQM Local Client will check in the requested device if the job is still available to 

be manipulated, for example it cannot be cancelled a job which has already been 
printed). 

 If requested operation can be performed, then the operation will be executed on 
the requested device and RQM Local Client will return success message to Cloud 
Service Backend so it can be visualized on the Cloud Service Frontend (or some 
informative error message to communicate to the user the reason operation has 
not been able to be executed). 

o Operations which involve 2 devices. For example, workload balance (move a job from 
printer A to printer B).  
 RQM Local Client will check if requested devices are available and if requested 

job is still available, for example it cannot be moved a job which has already been 
printed). 

 RQM Local Client will check if required resources in both printers are equivalent 
(printers capabilities/SKUs, media profiles, calibrations status, …). 

 If requested operation can be performed, the RQM Local Client will execute 
command on destination printer, place the job in the new queue, and afterwards 
remove the job from the origin printer. Finally, will notify operation result to user 
(success or informative error message). 

As described, the proposed solution/process does not involve any change on users working flow. They will 
continue to submit jobs directly to printers and working with devices as they currently are. The difference 
is that there will be a new cloud touch point which will allow them to remotely monitor and act on devices 
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and on already queued jobs (having the right authentication and authorization to log in and operate into 
the system). 

Remote device management capabilities are not limited to a brand/manufacturer but to the interfaces 
they expose. 

Finally, different production sites (offices) could be connected through a network of these RQM Local 
Clients which will intercommunicate through the Cloud Service Backend. This will allow workload balance 
between different locations (production sites physically located in different places). 

5 Advantages of our Idea 
As said, the key element of the process is the RQM Local Client. 

RQM Local Client has the capabilities to communicate with cloud. The RQM Local Client initiates 
the communication with the cloud avoiding the problem to open ports from the local network to internet 
(to allow inbound connections). It is only required that RQM Local client has internet connection 
(outbound) and the connection will be done with a known and trusted cloud service. 

RQM Local Client has copy of the jobs which may be required to move from one device to another. 
It is not required to have a copy of the jobs in case this job movement is not desired between different 
printers saving hardware requirements (storage) on the device running the RQM Local Client. 

RQM Local Client retrieves messages from Cloud Service to execute on local devices, allowing 
Production Managers to act on their production while not being physically on the production site; 
potentially saving time and money for them. 

 

* Is a product of HP Inc. 

** Is a product of Electronics For Imaging, Inc. 

 

Disclosed by Roque Bonilla. Albert Such, HP Inc. 
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